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Highlights
Americas
 Crude markets rose to open 2018 as traders digested reports of falling US crude inventories and Middle East tensions;
Rising US gasoline stocks and high refinery utilization brought
concerns about near-term crude demand; US production fell
just below 9.8 mn b/d; Drilling activity declined.
 Toluene and xylenes in the US heading in opposite directions.
 OX for January settled at a rollover from December.
 PX December contract negotiations continued late this
week.
 PET fiber contracts expected higher in January and the rest
of 2018.

Europe
 North Sea Dated crude rose above $68/bl on geopolitical
concerns arising from protests in Iran; Naphtha held steady
as demand eased; Gasoline increased following gains in the
crude market.
 Toluene prices supported by TDI-grade interest.
 OX imports from Russia have eased, owing to the long Orthodox Christmas holidays.
 PX prices increased as the Asia-Pacific market strengthened.
 PET fiber prices buoyed by gains in feedstocks and AsiaPacific.

Asia-Pacific
 Lower supplies dragged down crude prices, while weaker
demand weighed on naphtha
 Toluene held largely steady at the start of year.
 MX tracked firmer PX
 OX firmed on crude but demand was slow
 Firmer PTA supported PX-naphtha differentials
 Tight supplies supported PTA prices
 Higher feedstock values prompted PET fiber sales
 MEG prices touched a 30-month high
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Americas
Americas physical market weekly prices

Crude and gasoline
Oil prices trended higher this week, reaching levels not hit
since December 2014 as falling US crude inventories and Middle
East tensions pushed the market higher. US crude inventories
fell by more than 7 mn barrels, marking the seventh consecutive week of declines. US crude exports averaged 1.4 mn b/d
for the latest reporting period as the spread between NSD/
Brent and WTI remains around $6/bbl. Middle East problems
are festering as Iranians protest against their government due
to sharply higher food prices and high unemployment. The
demonstrations have spread to several cities and clashes with
police have led to a number of fatalities. While there are no
reports of energy infrastructure or exports being affected
yet, oil markets get edgy when trouble simmers in one of the
larger Opec producers. The protests persistsed through this
week but the Iranian government has a strong military and
chances for real policy changes are debatable.
Crude rose for the first three trading days of 2018 as the
weaker US dollar and geopolitical anxieties pushed prices
higher. The market appears to have largely ignored the restart
of the Forties Pipeline system in the North Sea, which is back
on-line earlier than forecast. The market took a breather today and traders booked profits, as the February WTI contract
closed $0.57/bl lower at $61.44/bl. But for the entire trading
week, WTI crude gained 1.7 pc.
US stock markets started the year with more new highs as
the 2017 rally pushed on into January 2018. Energy stocks are
leading the way, fed by rising oil prices. The tax overhaul legislation is now law but governors from high-income tax states
such as New York and California are considering legal action
against provisions that limit deductions on state taxes. The
December US unemployment report was positive as the government estimated that 148,000 new jobs were created, but
the number was below expectations of 190,000 new jobs . The
unemployment rate held steady at 4.1 pc. Other US economic
news was positive, as the Institute for Supply Management
reading of factory activity reached 59.7 in December, up from
58.2 for the prior month.
The US dollar has weakened against the euro over the past
several weeks, as US interest rates remain in a narrow range.
The dollar closed lower for this week in the $1.120-1.121/€
range. The UK pound rose against the dollar into the $1.351.36/GBP range. The 10-year US Treasury bond closed near
2.45pc, largely unchanged for the week after approaching 2.5
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Timing

Low

High

±

Toluene ¢/USG
Nitration grade USGC fob spot

Jan

235.00

237.00

-13.50

Nitration grade USGC fob spot

Feb

231.00

245.00

-11.50

Commercial grade USGC fob spot
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228.00

230.00

+4.00

TDI grade contract
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247.25

261.00

+13.75
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43.00

+0.50
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+1.50
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+0.90
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44.50
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Americas physical market monthly averages
Timing

Average

±

Toluene
Nitration grade USGC fob spot

Nov

241.38

Dec

251.63

Jan*

236.00

-15.63

Mixed xylenes
USGC fob spot

Nov

233.88

Dec

224.50

Jan*

236.50

+12.00

*MTD until week of settlement

pc in late December.
The US drilling rig count fell by five units this week to 924
units. Rigs searching for oil accounted for all of the decline,
as the gas rig count was unchanged. Texas and New Mexico
led states’ gains in the rig count data, adding one each, while
Louisiana lost six rigs. The Permian Basin added two units to
pace regional gains. Rig counts in 2017 ended the year 40 pc
higher than in 2016.
Overall US crude inventories fell sharply for the seventh
consecutive week as production growth resumed from the
prior week. Crude oil in storage fell by 7.4mn bl to 424.5mn
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Americas
¢/USG
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bl. The year-over-year deficit rose above 50mn bl. Cushing,
Oklahoma, inventories fell by 2.4mn bl to 49.0mn bl. Reported
US crude production moved higher, increasing by 28,000
b/d to 9.782mn b/d after falling in the prior week. Alaskan
output gained 3,000 b/d, while Lower 48 production rose by
25,000 b/d. US crude exports were at near 1.4mn b/d for the
reporting week and averaged nearly 1.5 mnb/d for the fourth
quarter of 2017. US gasoline stocks added 4.8 mn bl as implied demand fell sharply to about 8.6mn b/d, and inventories
were reported at 233.2mn bl. Overall refinery utilization rose
by 1pc to 96.7pc as operations rose in Padds 2 and 3. Padd 3
refineries are operating at near 98 pc utilization, an extremely
high level for December. Crack spreads remain near $10/bl but
could come under pressure if product inventories increase
further.
Octane spreads were stronger this trading period, with
conventional regrade rising to the 12-15 ¢/USG range, and
RBOB and CBOB grades trading at 9-11¢/USG. Some refiners have announced maintenance plans for the first quarter,
and some alkylation and reforming units are included. Tight
supplies of toluene and mixed xylenes are reported in the
midwest region, with some producers building inventories of
octane blendstocks ahead of scheduled maintenance.

Toluene
US toluene prices fell this week by an average of 13.5¢/USG
from last week. The weekly spot range was set by two nitration-grade transactions reported at 235¢/USG and 237¢/USG
ddp January at the ITC and Corpus Christi, Texas, respectively.
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Two additional spot transactions took place at 228¢/USG and
230¢/USG for commercial-grade material. Material is also being offered via tenders, a trade that remained active today.
This week's price drop came as demand for toluene at selective disproportionation units is expected to fall in January as
turnaround activity kicks in. However, this week's 6.5pc fall in
toluene prices compared with stable benzene prices pushed
margins for other conversion processes into positive territory.

Mixed xylenes
While there is little spot trading interest for mixed xylenes
(MX) on the US Gulf coast, notional price discussion levels rose
this week. The weekly spot assessment was established at
224-249¢/USG. Higher prices began to reflect the higher blend
values for xylenes, which rose by another 3.3pc this week and
are now nearly 16pc higher than they were in late December
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Americas
as octane regrade for conventional gasoline doubled in value
from 7¢/USG on 20 December to 14¢/USG this week. Rbob regrade also rose this week, but only by 1¢/USG compared with
last week. These values have raised the blend value for xylenes to 249¢/USG in conventional gasoline and to 231¢/USG in
Rbob gasoline. Spot MX sellers followed this trend closely and
pushed offers to 249¢/USG but bidders showed little buying
interest as they held firm at 224¢/USG, a level that reflected
lower blend values over the past couple of weeks.

Orthoxylene
The January North American orthoxylene contract price was
reported today as a rollover from December at 37.5¢/lb. This
marks the fourth consecutive contract price settlement at that
level and supports supply stability in the market.

Paraxylene
Consumers began reporting a contract price settlement for
December paraxyelne (PX) but the contract price is not yet

official, pending confirmation from producers as negotiations among other parties were still going on late into this
week. Potential increases are on the table given higher
prices in Asia-Pacific that have prevailed there since late
November, but consumers are purhsing for lower prices. The
full confirmation on the contract may come next week and
could include a dual announcement that includes January.
Conventional extraction costs have risen again with an 8¢/
USG increase in MX prices on a notional basis. Spot prices
in northwest Europe are up by at least $30/t, which should
push US domestic spot netback markers by about 1¢/lb. More
importantly, prices in Asia-Pacific are quickly approaching
$950/t after the January Asian contract price was nominated
at as much as a $70/t increase from December. Another 3pc
increase in crude WTI prices, which pushed crude prices well
above $60/bl, will provide another bullish factor for PX in
January.
A total of 20,000 t of PX imports arrived from Europe and
South Korea in December in three separate cargoes.

Europe
Europe physical market weekly prices

Crude and gasoline
North Sea Dated crude rose above $68/bl on 4 January, its
highest since December 2014. Geopolitical concerns arising
from days of anti-government protests in Iran and increased
energy demand in the US — because of freezing weather conditions — have supported crude prices and offset the restart of
the Forties Pipeline System, following a three-week shutdown.
Naphtha was broadly steady this week, trading at $590595/t, as limited demand from blenders and increased competition from LPG as a petrochemical feedstock was offset by
gains in the broader energy complex.
Gasoline increased to $621.50/t on 4 January, buoyed by
strength in the crude market. Gains were somewhat limited,
as the US EIA’s weekly report showed a 4.8mn bl build in US
gasoline stocks, keeping transatlantic arbitrage economics
unviable.
The euro strengthened against the US dollar, rising to
$1.2065/€1 on 4 January.

Toluene
The January toluene contract price was fully confirmed at
$690/t, an increase of $15/t from December, as further settle-
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Timing
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±
-5.00

Toluene fob Rotterdam spot $/t

Jan

660.00

700.00

Toluene Rotterdam contract $/t

Jan

690.00

690.00

nc

660.00

690.00

+7.50

Mixed xylenes fob Rotterdam spot $/t
Paraxylene fob NWE spot $/t
Paraxylene NWE contract €/t

820.00
Dec

Orthoxylene fob NWE spot $/t
Orthoxylene NWE contract €/t

Dec

PA liquid contract €/t

Dec

850.00 +15.00
790.00

nc

735.00

765.00

nc

737.50

nc

1,032.50

1,052.50

nc

DMT NWE del contract €/t

Dec

765.00

785.00

nc

PTA NWE del contract €/t

Dec

660.00

690.00

nc

MEG cfr Europe contract €/t

Dec

950.00

950.00 +20.00

ments were reached in line with the initial settlement reached
a week earlier. The increase was mainly attributed to firmer
crude and gasoline prices, with some producers pushing for a
higher settlement.
Spot toluene prices edged higher towards the end of the
week, supported by gains in the gasoline and crude markets
and interest in TDI-grade cargoes. Prices were discussed
mainly at a $65-80/t premium to gasoline, with demand from
the gasoline pool firmer than a week earlier. But overall trad-
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Europe
ing was subdued, owing to the shorter week following the new
year holiday and other public holidays in parts of Europe. Market participants indicated that product was readily available,
with a 4,000t cargo on offer from Portugal.
A 1,000t TDI-grade cargo for second-half January delivery
changed hands at a $77/t premium to January gasoline late in
the week. An offer for a February cargo was heard at a $77/t
premium to February gasoline.
Refineries and reformers are running steadily, with only
limited disruptions occurring so far in January. Reformate and
mixed aromatics continue to head to China, albeit at lower
rates than those observed in October-November.
Exports of mixed aromatics from western Europe to east
Asia rose to 694,000t in October, their highest since March
2017 and up from 115,000t in September. The increase was
driven by concerns that the Chinese government could implement a proposed consumption tax on mixed aromatic imports
at the start of this year, with traders looking to ensure that
product arrived before the end of December.
Total exports of mixed aromatics to Asia-Pacific, primarily
China, stood at 3.7mn t in the first 10 months of 2017, down
from 4.3mn t a year earlier. Weaker Chinese gasoline demand
growth and concerns over a mixed aromatics tax in summer
took a toll.
Demand for reformate cargoes has started to increase
slightly, with premiums to Eurobob oxy-grade swaps discussed
in the $30s/t s, up from the $20-25/t premium discussed in
December.
Interest in toluene exports has retreated, with the ar-

$/t
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bitrage to the US now closed, following declines in the US
market.
Hydrodealkylation (HDA) economics have weakened, but
remain positive, with the benzene-toluene spread narrowing
to $250/t, lower than the $390/t recorded in mid-December.
This followed falls in the benzene market. But interest in spot
toluene cargoes from HDA operators was limited.
Water levels on the Rhine river rose to 506cm on 5 January
at the key measuring point of Kaub, and are restricting barge
movements in the region. River levels are forecast to increase
to 698cm on 7 January, with barge traffic likely to be halted
south of Cologne this weekend. Consumers indicated that,
despite some delays, the high water levels have not affected
toluene supply. But supply issues could arise if barge traffic is
restricted for longer than expected.
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Europe

Orthoxylene
There were some indications that imports from Russia could
be subdued this month, owing to the long Orthodox Christmas
holidays at the start of this year.
Imports from Russia were minimal in October, with the European market well supplied — cargoes totaling nearly 7,000t
arrived from east Asia and the eastern Mediterranean region.
There was increased export interest, with a 3,000t cargo
exported to Mexico.
’000t
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The European market remains net long on PX, with excess
product exported mainly to the US and Mexico. An average of
24,000 t/month was exported to North America in the first 10
months of last year. Exports are expected to decline later this
year when Indorama restarts its recently acquired 700,000 t/
yr Arltant PTA plant in Portugal. The facility is not expected
to restart until the second quarter at the earliest, as Indorama
will have to conduct an audit of the unit which has scarcely
run since 2014.

PTA
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MX prices edged higher as the week progressed, following
slight gains in the gasoline market. Prices were discussed at a
$50-70/t premium to Eurobob oxy-grade, as blending demand
provided the main source of interest.

US
E. Europe
N. Africa

’000t
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Phthalic anhydride
PA demand is seasonally weak, but is expected to pick up in
the second quarter.

Paraxylene
PX prices firmed this week, buoyed by the gains in Asia-Pacific
and a stronger crude market.
An initial settlement for the January PX contract price
has yet to be reached, but there are initial expectations for
an increase, following strength in crude and a slightly higher
Asia-Pacific contract price settlement. Negotiations have been
delayed this month, owing to the new year holidays.
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Sibur will expand capacity at its subsidiary Polief’s PTA plant
in Blagoveshchensk, Russia, to 350,000 t/yr from 270,000 t/
yr. The project will improve the site's production efficiency
and environmental safety and is scheduled to be completed in
2019.
The Russian PTA market is undersupplied and the capacity
upgrade will help to substitute a major part of imports.
The upgrade follows a long-term paraxylene (PX) supply
deal signed between Russian oil company Bashneft and Sibur in
August 2016. Bashneft agreed to supply at least 120,000 t/yr
of PX from its Ufaneftekhim complex to Polief’s polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) site in Bashkortostan up to and including
2036.
PTA imports from South Korea continue to head to western
Europe. But shipments are expected to decline when Indorama
restarts its recently acquired 700,000 t/yr PTA plant in Portugal.
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Asia-Pacific
$/t

Asia physical market weekly prices

Dubai crude and naphtha
Crude prices ended the week higher amid a fall in US crude
inventories.
US crude inventories fell by 7.4mn bl in the week to 29
December on higher refinery runs and a rise in exports, EIA
data showed. The decline marked a seventh straight week of
falls. US crude stocks are at their lowest level since September
2015.
Naphtha’s premium to Ice Brent crude fell to more than
a two-month low on weak demand from South Korean petrochemical producers and weaker gasoline prices.
South Korean light naphtha demand was muted for the
sixth consecutive trading session. The last known spot was
from LG Chem that bought naphtha for first-half February delivery to South Korea. Petrochemical producers were expected
to emerge soon to buy naphtha for second-half February
delivery.

Toluene
The toluene market largely held on to prices in this first week
of the year as prices were supported by higher crude futures,
firming aromatics prices and high toluene disproportionation
operating rates. But gains were capped by subdued demand as
buyers still deemed supplies in South Korea as sufficient.
Fob South Korea for February loading traded at $705-709/t
around midweek before settling moderately higher at $706720/t by the week’s end. Despite firm crude and aromatics,
trading firms did not raise their bids. The January-February

Timing

Low

$/t
Size t

Low High

Mid

±

Toluene/MX

±

Toluene
S Korea fob spot

Feb

698.00

S Korea fob spot

Mar

700.00

S Korea fob marker

720.00 +15.00
721.00

+9.00

706.06

+9.18

China cfr spot

Feb

710.00

740.00

+7.50

China cfr spot

Mar

710.00

740.00

+7.50

China cfr marker

727.50 +13.12

E China domestic ex-tank Yn/t

5,700.00

5,800.00 +75.00

Southeast Asia cfr spot

720.00

743.00

India cfr spot

735.00

768.00

nc

47.00

48.00

+0.25

India domestic ex-tank Rs/kg

+6.50

Mixed xylenes
Isomer S Korea fob spot

Feb

726.00

743.00 +20.50

Isomer S Korea fob spot

Mar

731.00

748.00 +20.50

Isomer Taiwan cfr spot

Feb

740.00

758.00 +17.50

Isomer Taiwan cfr spot

Mar

745.00

763.00 +15.00

Solvent S Korea fob spot

650.00

660.00

-5.00

Solvent China cfr spot

680.00

700.00

-2.50

Isomer S Korea fob marker

732.25 +15.00

Isomer Taiwan cfr marker

747.25 +11.25

Paraxylene
S Korea fob spot

Feb

921.00

932.00 +17.50

S Korea fob spot

Mar

923.00

935.00 +16.00

Taiwan cfr spot

Feb

936.00

947.00 +17.50

Taiwan cfr spot

Mar

938.00

950.00 +16.00

China cfr spot

Feb

936.00

947.00 +17.50

China cfr spot

Mar

938.00

950.00 +16.00

Southeast Asia cfr spot

Feb

932.00

943.00 +16.50

Southeast Asia cfr spot

Mar

934.00

946.00 +15.00

S Korea fob marker

927.13 +15.46

Taiwan cfr marker

942.13 +15.46

China cfr marker

942.13 +15.46

Southeast Asia cfr marker

Freight rates

High

938.13 +14.46

Asia cfr contract price

Jan

915.00

nc

Asia Argus contract price

Jan

915.00

nc

Sinopec delivered Yn/t

Nov

7,300.00

nc

Sinopec delivered import parity

Nov

942.70

+2.60

South Korea-China

2,000-3,000

24

26

25

nc

Orthoxylene

Southeast Asia-China

2,000-3,000

42

45

44

nc

S Korea fob spot

770.00

800.00 +15.00

Southeast Asia-India

2,000-3,000

34

36

35

nc

Southeast Asia cfr spot

790.00

820.00 +15.00

cfr China

790.00

820.00 +15.00

cfr India

815.00

845.00 +20.00

PX
South Korea-China

5,000

21

23

22

nc

South Korea-China

10,000

18

20

19

nc

Southeast Asia-China

5,000

30

32

31

nc

Southeast Asia-China

10,000

25

27

26

nc

Mideast Gulf-China/Taiwan range

10,000

46

49

48

nc

PA flakes cfr northeast Asia

950.00

1,000.00

nc

PA flakes cfr southeast Asia spot

950.00

1,000.00

nc

Fibre intermediates
PTA cfr China spot

710.00

PTA cfr China marker

745.00

+7.50

726.25

+8.75

Mideast Gulf-China/Taiwan range

15,000

41

43

42

nc

MEG fob S Korea spot

945.00

980.00 +47.50

West coast India-China/Taiwan range

10,000

38

40

39

nc

MEG cfr China spot

965.00

1,000.00 +47.50

West coast India-China/Taiwan range

15,000

34

35

34

nc

MEG contract price
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Asia-Pacific
intermonth spread has been in a $8-10/t contango, while this
spread for February and March is in a small contango in the
second half of the week.
Few bids emerged to buy cfr China toluene for February
delivery as supplies in China appear to tighten because of
some logistical constraints and the strengthening Chinese yuan
against the US dollar. These bids reached $725-730/t cfr China
but remained too low to entice any sellers’ response, as these
prices are still below import parity of China domestic prices.
Prices of toluene in China strengthened progressively
through the week from 5,700 yuan/t to Yn5,800/t, or about
$735-749/t on an import parity basis. Bad weather limited
smaller vessels from entering the Yangtze river. Domestic
supplies from north China to east China has also been reduced
because of the bad weather, typical of winter. Inventories in
east China dipped slightly to 40,200t.
Southeast Asian distributors sought to replenish stocks at
this turn of the year. Buyers emerged to find toluene at $720/t
cfr Vietnam and $725/t cfr Indonesia, while an offer was at
$735/t Indonesia. Discussions for cfr Malaysia were also at
$740-743/t earlier in the week.
Indian sellers raised offers of domestic cargoes marginally
at the start of the year, in line with the overall trend in Asia
and crude futures. But prices held steadily subsequently at
around 48 rupees/kg.

Mixed xylenes
The MX market was quiet at the start of the year. Bids and offers for fob South Korea and cfr Taiwan cargoes emerged, with
only one fob South Korea deal for loading in February by the
end of the week at $740/t.
Toluene premium to cfr Japan naphtha

$/t

Solvent xylene prices eased in the first week of 2018 amid
sluggish trading. There was limited trading activity as a number of market participants were still returning after year-end
holidays.
Discussions on a fob South Korea basis were at about $650660/t, $5/t lower than last week’s close. There was a similar
soft trend in China with discussions at about $690/t cfr. Extank prices In the domestic market edged down with trades at
Yn5,910-5,920/t.
Demand from the downstream sectors within China was
stable to firm. East China inventories were estimated at a low
of 4,500t.

Orthoxylene
OX prices were firmer, riding on gains in crude futures. But
demand for the plasticizer feedstock was slow with phthalic
anhydride producers lowering operating rates with the onset
of the traditional demand lull season.
OX supplies were tight with producers still preferring to
maximize yields for co-product PX, which continues to command premiums in excess of $100/t because of robust demand
for the PTA sector.
Bids for February deliveries started early in the week at
$780/t cfr China but these were raised to $810/t on Friday
after gains in crude futures. There were also some interest for
first-half February loading cargoes early in the week around
$760/t fob but there were later withdrawn.
There were no bids in the cfr southeast Asia and India
markets. Prices in these two regions were notionally adjusted
in line with gains in the key China market.
cfr Taiwan paraxylene premium to MX
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Asia-Pacific
Paraxylene
PX margins rose, bolstered by the strength in PTA futures. The
strength in PTA futures performance supported PX prices, even
providing some buffers when prices fell.
PX-naphtha differentials rose by about $16/t to $341.50/t,
its highest level since September 2017. Naphtha prices also fell
by about $3/t on average this week to about $605.91/t.
The market was largely quiet, with the exception of Thursday, when rising crude prices triggered a series of bids in the
market that saw PX prices increase by more than $10/t.
GS Caltex is still in the market to buy PX, buying five cargoes for delivery in March and two for delivery in February. GS
Caltex was the single buyer of March cargoes this week. The
February market saw weak activity, with one swap deal being
done on Friday when SK Networks took out BP Singapore’s offer of February-March time swap at -$3/t.
Reignwood is expected to restart its 1.4mn t/yr PTA unit in
the end of the week. The expected restart possibly has helped
to support PX-naphtha differentials.

PTA
PTA prices moved higher encouraged by tight supplies in the
Chinese domestic market.
South Korea producers had no firm offers because of exports to other markets. Only Yisheng Petrochemical was offering domestically produced PTA stored in bonded warehouses
at $730/t cfr China early this week, but it raised this to $745/t
prompted by higher domestic PTA values on Thursday. But

$/t

Toluene-gasoline blend value

consumers could not immediately accept this price adjustment
and only raised buying ideas to $720/t. The big gap subdued
firm discussions and only sporadic deals were done at around
$730-735/t.
Chinese domestic PTA prices largely rose by 280-300
yuan/t, although futures only rose by around Yn80/t during the
assessment week. The tight supplies of the fiber intermediate
in January encouraged spot cargo discussions and more consumers participated in the trading arena. But trading volumes
were less than 60,000t during the week limited by insufficient
supplies. Even sporadic deals were done at above Yn6,000/t,
touching a three-year high.
PTA inventories in futures warehouse climbed up to
145,000t, about 50,000t higher than last Friday because
several sellers delivered physical cargoes to the warehouse to
fulfill their short position.
Indian producer Reliance Industries nominated its first-half
January PTA list price at 55,600 rupees/t, which was Rs400/t
lower than last December. But domestic demand was picking
up. Polyester operating rates inched up to 85pc and sales were
a little bit higher than the previous month.
China’s PTA operating rates fell to 76pc this week. Zhejiang
Tongkun started up one of the two production trains at its new
2.2mn t/yr No.2 PTA unit at the end of December. But operating rates were only 70pc for the operational train. Reignwood
is mulling to restart its 1.4mn t/yr line next week. FCFC
Ningbo faced minor mechanical issues at its 1.2mn t/yr unit on
3 January and it may resume production this weekend.

PX-toluene, BZ-toluene, MX-toluene spreads
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Pet fiber
’000t

US net MEG trade, Jan-Oct 2015-17
NA

EU

ME

AP

PET Fiber market prices
Low

SA

High

Mid

±

Americas ¢/lb

300

Staple 0.9-1.5 den staple

82.50

85.50

84.00

+5.00

150

Filament 150 POY feeder

84.00

90.00

87.00

+5.00

Cotton US spot

74.25

80.00

77.12

+1.38

0

Europe €/t

-150
-300

Staple 0.9-1.5 den staple

1,220.00

1,240.00

1,230.00

+30.00

Filament 150 POY feeder

1,255.00

1,265.00

1,260.00

+30.00
+135.00

-450

Asia-Pacific

-600

Staple 1.4D/38mm semi dull Yn/t

8,820.00

9,000.00

8,910.00

Staple 1.4D/38mm semi dull $/t

1,359.27

1,387.01

1,373.14

+38.88

Filament 150D/48F POY Yn/t

8,720.00

8,900.00

8,810.00

+215.00

Filament 150D/48F POY $/t

1,343.85

1,371.59

1,357.72

+50.84

-750

2015

2016

2017

Americas
PET fiber
PET fiber prices began the year adding 4-6¢/lb as a combination of higher raw material costs and margin improvement that
producers expect to be part of 2018 contracts.
The expected announcement of a free trade agreement
between the EU and Mercosur did not occur as specific product
negotiations broke down. These negotiations have spurred cooperation meetings between the European Apparel and Textile
Confederation and Brazilian Textile and Apparel Industry. The
center of the talks has been the dismantling of tariffs and the
rules of origin. The results from these private sector talks are
being shared with the EU and Mercosur as recommendations in
building balanced rules to benefit both regions.
Cotton
Based on the USDA’s Cotton and Wool Outlook, world cotton trade is forecast to expand 3pc in the 2017/2018 season
but not reaching the 2012/2013 trade record. US exports are
expected to remain strong with the US, Brazil and Australia
forecast to provide 60pc of global trade. In December, the
2017 USDA forecast remains 25pc over 2016, the largest crop
since 2006. The US share of the world cotton trade during the
2017/2018 season is forecast to reach 38.5pc. In addition, US
cotton mill use is higher, expected to lower ending inventories.
MEG
The trade balance of monoethylene glycol in the US continued
to improve in 2017. Through the January-October period net
exports continued to show a reduced trade deficit as the US
imported less MEG from Canada and exported more to Mexico
for nearly a 150,000 t improvement in net imports. However,
more imports are coming from the Middle East against virtually no exports out of the US and net imports from this region
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surpassed 200,000 t during the 10-month period in 2017. During the same period, the US maintained a 200,000 t net export
balance to Asia, Europe and South America combined.

Europe
PET fiber
PET fiber prices increased, buoyed by gains in feedstock costs
and gains in Asia-Pacific.
MEG
The December MEG contract price was fully confirmed at
€950/t, an increase of €20/t from November. The settlement
was reached at the same time as an initial January settlement
of €964/t.
Spot prices were stable in the run-up to the end of 2017.
But the recent cold weather which has started to deplete
de-icing stock should support strong demand and potentially
increase spot prices.

Asia-Pacific
PET fiber
Chinese domestic PET fiber prices rose in line with firm feedstock PTA and MEG markets. Staple 1.4D/38mm trading prices
moved up by 180 yuan/t, closing at Yn9,000/t ex-warehouse
on Friday. Filament POY150D/48F also rose by around Yn200/t
over the same period, touching Yn8,900/t ex-warehouse before
the close of trading.
Although sales of PET fiber were weak over the new year
holiday, market sentiment picked up on Tuesday, prompted
by higher feedstock PTA and MEG values. More consumers
emerged and ordered January-delivery cargoes for the prelunar new year demand. The average sales to output ratio
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Pet fiber
rebounded to 120pc, while product inventories slightly fell by
one day of consumption over the assessment week.
Although it is the typical lull demand season in China,
lucrative production margins and the start-up of Hengyi's new
polyester capacity supported China polyester operating rates
at 90pc this week. This was marginally higher than last December with such high utilization sustainable for two to three
weeks.
Although feedstock PTA and MEG prices largely rose, PET
fiber margins were remaining firm. Staple 1.4D/38mm production margins were above Yn1,200/t, while POY150D/48F's value
remained at Yn1,120/t. Both products were higher than breakeven and acceptable to most polyester producers.
MEG
MEG prices touched a 30-month high of $1,000/t cfr China
before the close of trading on Friday.
The Chinese import market opened at $945-950/t cfr China
after the new year holiday. Sentiment improved in the following trading sessions, encouraged by a firm Chinese domestic
market and tight supplies. Several consumers emerged and
bid for January cargoes. But cargo availability could not fulfill

their demand, while higher polyester operating rates further
supported MEG discussions. Trading prices moved up more
than $50/t during the assessment week.
The maintenance at CNOOC-Shell’s MEG unit in late January
caused a supply tightness in south China, which supported MEG
values. Several Fujian consumers were seeking the fiber intermediate. Key consumer Zhejiang Hengyi also bought MEG in
recent trading sessions, which significantly pushed up market
sentiment and Friday trading prices to a weekly high of 7,980
yuan/t, up by about Yn300/t during the week. Transactions
were much more active than the previous week prompted
by trading firms and consumers’ participation. But February
cargoes traded at a Yn30-50/t backwardation on expectations
lunar new year holidays will limit demand for MEG.
China’s MEG port inventories largely rebounded to
518,000t, up by 53,000t this week because several Middle East
cargoes unloaded at Taicang port.
CNOOC-Shell plans to shut down its 450,000 t/yr MEG unit
on 18 January for a month-long turnaround. Zhejiang Sanjiang's
300,000 t/yr unit is having an overhaul and will restart in late
January.

Weekly benzene report

Weekly Fuels and Octane Report

The Argus Benzene and Derivatives report provides
global pricing and fundamentals analysis for benzene
and major derivatives, including cyclohexane, phenol and
cumene. The report also includes key feedstocks prices,
in-depth spread relationships, arbitrage opportunities,
modeling of benzene economics, and detailed information
on operational issues affecting the market.

The Argus Fuels and Octane report provides
weekly MTBE spot ranges for the US Gulf Coast, Rotterdam, Singapore and domestic China plus daily ranges
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Argus direct

Proposal to introduce TDI-grade toluene

Web | Mobile | Alerts

Argus proposes to introduce new daily and weekly TDIgrade toluene assessments (ASTM speciﬁcation D-5606,
basis fob NWE) in response to increased demand for TDIgrade product within Europe.
At the same time, for reasons of clarity, Argus will add
nitration grade to the description of its existing toluene
assessments. Argus also proposes to change the basis of
the nitration-grade toluene assessment to cif ARA, from
fob ARA previously.
Argus proposes that these changes will take eﬀect
from 29 January 2018.
Argus will accept comments on this change up to 12
January 2018. For further details and/or to discuss comments on this proposal, please contact Andy Nicholson at
andy.nicholson@argusmedia.com, +33 1 3466 5591, or Sam
Carew at sam.carew@argusmedia.com, +44 20 7780 4226.
Formal comments should be marked as such and may be
submitted by email to toluene@argusmedia.com or by post to
Sam Carew, Argus Media, Lacon House, 84 Theobald’s Road
London, WC1X 8NL and received by 12 January 2018. Please
note, formal comments will be published after the consultation period unless conﬁdentiality is speciﬁcally requested.

Argus Direct provides immediate
access to market moving news,
intelligent analysis and robust
price assessments, wherever.
www.argusmedia.com/direct
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